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A multidimensional inhomogeneous extremal process is defined and it is demonstrated that it 
belongs to the class of pure jump Markov pmcesses. Lri (Z,(t)) be the ,ith component of the 
process. Let {J(t)) h A s finite staie process defined by J(t) =j if Z’< t) = maxL Z,(t). It is proved 
that {J(t)} is an inhomogeneous Markov chain and the transition probabilities of this chain are 
obtained. The chain (J(t)} provides a framework for modelling mobility processes that are 
generated from intertemporal utility-maximizing individuals. 
extremal processes * excursion time * inhomogeneous Markov chains * random utility models 
. wtio 
The multidimensional extremal process has been defined and examined by de 
Haan and Resnick [3].’ Following Weissman [9] the study of extremal processes 
can be motivated as follows: 
Let =(Xil, Xiz, l l l 9 Xim), i= 1929 l l l 3 be a sequence of independent identic 
om vectors. Define the stochastic processes Unj( t ) = max isIn,] 
(O=(Un,(O, &(O, l l l 9 U,,(t)), suitably normed and scaled con- 
verges towards a process { (0) belongs to the class of 
extremal processes. 
Consider a multidimensional stochastic 
efin,: &rite state space 
I eir iti0r-K ers fixm-l i tivaria~e extre cxess siu eiss 
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The process {J(t)} is of substantial interest in a variety of applications in psycho- 
logy and economics. Consider the following motivating example. Eat 
m alternatives (states). Assume that 
the attractiveness of state j is measured by a latent index Zj( t) (utility) at time 1. 
The individual decision rule is to move to the state with the highest utility 
recess {Zj( t)} is considered random because not all the va 
hhat influence individuals’ choices are observable to the observer. From the 
observer’s point of view the decision process is exactly the process (J(I)}. 
At any given point in time the probability of being in a particular state tak 
multinomial ogit form provided Z,( t), Z*(t), . . . are independent and extreme value 
distributed. Since the logit model is consistent with a famous axiom from math 
cal psychology called “independence from irrelevant alternatives” (HA) (cf. 
provides a behavioral justification for independent extreme value distributed u 
owever, in many applications it may be implausible to require the IIA 
to hold. This has led to the development of choice models generated from iat 
dent extreme value distributed utilities (see [‘7]). 
agsvik [I] studied the process {J(t)} in the case where the components of { 
are independent extremal processes. The purpose of the present paper is to e 
these results to allow for interdependent components. 
he paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 some basic properties of the 
multidimensional extremal processes are outlined and i 
he final section contains a discussion of relevant applications. 
,(x,-=y,...,x,,-y), y (2.1) 
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uk(j)=min.x&), k=lJ,..., 
9*-*9 n. 
izj 
ote that (2.2) implies that (t + U) a.s. for 0 > 0, 
(t)} a multidimensional inho 
nted here is a direct exte sion of the one- 
An immediate consequence of (2.2) is that {Z(t)} is a cess. 
ewe th probability one the multidimensional ~nho~o~ene~~s ext~e~ 
is a step function with only a finite number of jumps in [s, t], 0 < s ==c t, ~~0~~ 
~ont~n~o~~ in t. 
. dt is clear that we only need to consider m = 1 s Then 6;;(x) = F;“‘(x) where 
c(t) is continuously strictly increasing since F,(x)/ Fs(x;, t > s, is a 
Since for x(l)Gx(2)<- l l Sx(n) 
P ff (Z,( 4)s x(j)) = i Fftt~)-‘(‘~-I)(x( j)) 
j=l j=l 
P h (Z,( cm’($)) s x(j)) = i F)-'t-k(x( j)) 
j=l j=l 
which means that {Z(c-‘( } is homogeneous extremal. 
from Theorem 4.1 of [2]. 
e description of inhomogeneous case we state the transits 
transition probability function 
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be a family of m-dimensional vector va.riables with law 
at when (s, t) n (s’, t’) = 8 then 
pendent. Define a stochastic process ( t), t 2 0) recursively by 
where maximum is taken componentwise. 
7heJinite dimensional laws of { (t), t z 0) and ( (t), t 3 0) are the same. 
(t)} are Markov processes it is enough to consider the 
transition probability function. 
We have, using (2.5) 
(s) = x} = P{max(x, (s, t)) Sy} = 
~(YhwY), Y a 5 
o 
9 otherwise. 
ut this is the transition probability of { (t)} and the proof is therefore 
complete. Cl 
mx?SS 
( t)) be a multidimensional inh nexus extremal process with 
d is diflerentiable with respect 
process {J(t)} as follows: J(t) = j 
abilities 
ov chain with tra.lsition prob- 
I 
!.>, t) = (t)zjlJ(s)=i)= 
ities 
(3.2) 
{((r)?~ x:w-)dxa ‘((s)“. x&x-)dxa} 
(S)2 - (l)-fa = (1 ‘S)L;I 
x&u-)dxa ‘( (1) qz x&u-)dxa}JJoa s (1 ‘s)j 
(1 W+(1 ‘q(s)@ - (1)2 = (1 ‘s)Q 
.r# .1‘(1 ‘S)j(S)G - (l)G = (1 ‘S)‘d 
sv 
assadxa aq um { (1 )I‘) uynp noyn 
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and 
ni(t) = lim 
Al-+0 
Suppose that G, ( ) is differentiable with respect to t. Let g, ( 
v chain (J(t)) has transition intensities 
fori#j 
and 
Yiitt)= - C y&(t)= 
-ai&(O) - gf(@) 
k#i G,@) l 
ne excursion time of {Zj( t) - max kg i & ( t)} h8.r distribution 
P{ inf (Zi(7) -maxZ&))>OlJ(s)=ij=cxp 
Ss?-st k#i 
By Theorem 3 we get yO( t) for i # j by differentiation. Notice that since 
l=pgt)= - 
i 
we have 
By using this result we get the expression for rii( t)- Since { J( t)} is a Markov chain 
the last result follows immediately. Cl 
artic&l feature of {J(t)} is that its structure is closed under aggregation of 
is is a consequence of the fact that the class of multidimensional extremal 
cr maximization of co onents of the process. We state’ 
e family of rkov chains (J(t)) is closed under aggregation of states. 
~11 fact we have: 
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ssume that F+ is differentiable and that there exists a family of increasing an 
diflerentiable fun&m {Q!&c), t3 0) such that G, dejned by 
satisjies condition (2.1). eovem 3 holds with Gl replaced by Gf. 
( t) has distribution exp( - 6,). Now observe that { uj( t) = maxk u,(t)} is 
equivalent to {Zi( t) = muck &( t)) because #, is increasing. ence, the claims of 
the corollary follow from Theorem 3 and the proof is complete. 0 
Let G, = eerG where 0 > 0 is a constant and let { *( t )} be the correspond- 
ing process. The one-dimensional version of { “(t)} has been studied by Tiago de 
Oliveira [7]. The process { *(t) - 0t) is station which is easily verified by checking 
the corresponding finite dimensional marginal distributions. Tiago de Oliveira calls 
this process (the one-dimensional version) the extreme arkovian stationary pro- 
cess. Let {.I*( t)} be the (homogeneous) arkov chain generated by { 
From Theorem 3 we get the state and the transition probabilities 
P$(s, t) = P,“( 1 -e-e”-“‘) for i #j. 
From Corollary 2 we get the holding time distribution of state i: 
P{ inf (Z~(~)-max2~(~))>O~J*(~)=i}=exp{-(t-s)0(1-P~)}. 
SsTst kfi 
en the components Zf( t), Z,“(t), . . . are independent, t
G(x)= f e”kdxh 
k=l 
ere uk = i%?$( t) - 
L 
. 
dxa 
zx - (a)%2 = (V9 
L 
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as well as characteristics of region j, for instance, employment rate, u 
etc. Since only some of the variables that influence the choice process are observable 
erver, the utility function is random. A!so the utility functio 
over time because of temporal stability in unobserved factors. 
If the utilities are assumed to be extremal processes, the above results enable us 
to express the transition intensities of the observed migration process as functions 
of the parameters of the individual’s utility processes. The choice of the extremal 
process can also be given a behavioral justification (cf. [I]). 
The above model framework can be used to discriminate between two different 
explanations for observed dependence on previous migration states. ne is calle 
“true state dependence” and the other is called “habit persistence” or 
“heterogeneity”. 
The first explanation, “true state dependence”, is that past experience has a 
genuine behavioral effect in the sense that the behavior of otherwise identical 
individuals who did not have the same experience would be different in the future. 
The other explanation, heterogeneity, isthat individuals may differ in their propensity 
to experience certain careers. If individual differences are correlated over time and 
if these differences are not properly controlled, previous experience may appear to 
be a determinant of future experience solely because it is a proxy for temporally 
persistent unobservables that determine choices. 
In Example 1 the heterogeneity or habit persistent effect is represented 
parameter 8. If e is large the temporal stability in the unobservable3 is wea 
when 0 is small the “‘habit persistence” is strong. The state dependence ffe 
be modelled through expected utilities by letting Vj depend on previous realizations 
of the migration process. 
For a more detailed discussion of these rrodelling issues the reader is referred 
and (3.3) 
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proof of this lemma is given below. 
Using the identity 
a=1 i, k=l j=2 
it follows by (AS) that 
Q&n) = Qn(O, b, tn) ii (I+ 
j=2 
for n 22. By (3.2) and (3.3), (A.6) reduces to 
Qn(fn)= P2Od ii P22(fj-4, ?I 32. 
j=2 
Similarly (A.l), (A.3) and ( 
l+“ifx h 
b=l jh k=l 
), (34, (3.3), (A.2) and (A.6) reduces to 
41 
(A=81 
he last term on the right-hand side is completely analo 
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is tai 2) a 
( fib ) = yih 9 iS give 
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. 
k=l 
b 
. 
1+1-l - h 
a b 
1 
= 2= ( +1 -a h-- h-1 J. 
k=l k=l 
. 
,'A - 1 
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